We thank Drs. Cannesson et al. for their kind comments regarding our contribution [1] . We fully agree with these authors that pulse oximeters use digital signal processing to make accurate measurements in clinical conditions that were otherwise impossible (e. g., patient motion, low perfusion, electrical interference). The highly processed waveform is the resultant of an enhancement of the input signal through a method called filtering which consists of some transformation of a number of surrounding samples around the current sample of the input or output signal. Therefore it is of major importance to be as precise as possible regarding the way in which the signal is recorded and analyzed since the plethysmographic waveform may have an additional nonrespiratory, low-frequency fluctuation (Mayer waves) [2] . Cannesson et al. also emphasize that the signal quality index and the perfusion index both impact the waveform [3, 4] . The concerns underlined by the authors regarding the influence of vasomotor tone on the plethysmographic waveform specially in patients receiving norepinephrine are addressed in our manuscript. Finally, one of the authors of our study has already considered that the way in which the data are recorded and analyzed should be standardized in order to isolate and quantify the required piece of information [5] .
